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Abstract

Foil bearings are an integral part of oil-free turbomachines
which have been selected as a potential technology to enable
cost efficient Supercritical Carbon Dioxide Brayton cycle for
solar power application. Using high pressure CO2 as the operating fluid means that within the film Reynolds numbers in
the highly turbulent regime are observed, therefore, using traditional simulation tools, such as two-dimensional Reynolds
equation, derived for simulating bearing operating with laminar flow is not appropriate. The resulting turbulence enhances
hydrodynamic load capacity and increases frictional losses. In
this study, some improvements such as moving wall and periodic boundary conditions to the UQ in-house CFD code Eilmer
are presented. These are verified using Taylor-Couette flow,
and axisymmetric and wavy Taylor vortices are simulated under different Taylor number. A hydrostatic air thrust bearing
with steady-state behaviour is also studied, which shows good
agreement with the results from modified Reynolds equation.
Finally, a preliminary Three-Dimensional Computational Fluid
Dynamic simulation of a foil bearings is presented. A rigid foil
bearing is studied with ambient air and high pressure CO2 as
operating fluid, respectively and the lift force and power loss
are compared with the results from Reynolds equation.
Introduction

The supercritical CO2 (sCO2 ) closed Brayton cycle, which uses
high pressure CO2 as its working fluid, is an alternative to conventional steam turbines, offering the potential for better overall
economics due to a higher electrical conversion efficiency and
lower capital cost. Dostal et al. [1] showed that the sCO2 cycle has a higher efficiency than the superheated steam cycle at
temperatures above 470◦ C, which makes it suitable for nuclear
power applications. sCO2 cycle for solar thermal application
has also been proposed [2, 3].
Before realizing sCO2 cycles, a number of challenges need to be
overcome, making this an active area of research. The key components of this cycles (turbine, compressor, stators, bearings,
seal) need to be re-studied due to the new working fluid and especially the non-linear behaviour exhibited by sCO2 [4, 5, 6].
Kuz et al. [4] studied one-dimensional design methodology for
supercritical CO2 compressor and turbine. Pecnik et al. [5]
presented a three-dimensional CFD study of the impeller of a
centrifugal compressor operating with sCO2 in the thermodynamic region slightly above the vapor-liquid critical point. Kim
et al. [6] provided CFD investigation of a centrifugal compressor with supercritical CO2 as working fluid, the steady-state numerical predictions using the k − ω SST model were found to
return satisfactory results in the case of sCO2 operating condition, but the gas conditions were quite far from the critical
point.
However, besides these key components, sCO2 bearings design
cannot be neglected. Many of early tests of sCO2 cycle at Sandia used ball bearings to allow for testing. However, the ball
bearings were expected to have a limited lifetime that varies

from 20 hours to 2000 hours depending on the thrust load that
was assumed [7], and then the design also included the option to
operate with gas foil bearings. Conboy [8] presented a preliminary study of foil bearing with high pressure CO2 as operating
fluid, the Reynolds equation considering turbulence effect was
solved, but the analysis of gas foil bearings was largely based on
data reported by NASA Glenn Research Centre by DellaCorte
and Bruckner [9], these correlations were developed for gases at
low pressure and not for high pressure CO2 . High pressure CO2
is far denser than air, less viscous compared to oil, and highly
non-ideal, these factors present unique challenges in predictive
modelling as compared to more conventional lubricants and applications, including the potential for turbulence in lubrication
films.
In order to better understand the fluid behaviour in bearing
chamber, a three-dimensional Computational Fluid Dynamic
analysis method should be developed and validated. This paper
demonstrates the suitability of Eilmer [10] for bearings simulation by verifying and validating it against analytical or experimental results. Taylor-Couette flow is used to verify the Moving
wall and periodic boundary conditions. Hydrostatic air thrust
bearing is employed to study the suitability of Eilmer in simulating the centrifugal inertia effect. Wavy thrust bearins is then
used to test the suitability of Eilmer in simulating the performance of bearings with a typical geometry.
Test Cases
Taylor-Couette Flow

This test case is used to verify the non-zero rotational speed version of the Moving-Wall boundary condition. It selects some
examples of compressible Taylor-Couette flow from Ref. [11]
for an annulus with inner radius 215.5 mm and gap width 3.1
mm. The axial extent of the annulus is 5 times the gap width.
The outer cylindrical surface (the housing) of the annulus was
fixed and the inner surface (the rotor) was moving with a rotational speed of 27600 rpm. Two different pressures are simulated to cover a range of cases, with and without Taylor vortices. Other parameters used for the simulations are shown in
Ref. [11].
For the intermediate pressure case, shown in figure 1, there are
similar results of temperature and tangential velocity between
Eilmer and other codes [11]. The Taylor number in this case is
only 12, no vortices will be generated in this range. The profile
for the tangential velocity is nearly linear and the temperature
profile is nearly parabolic with a maximum slightly closer to the
hotter wall as seen in the agreement between numerical schemes
is good.
For the high pressure case, the Taylor number has exceeded a
critical value and vortices aligned with the surface velocity of
the rotor, made the gap fully three dimensional. Schlichting
[16] suggested that as the Taylor number in incompressible flow
ranges between 41.3 and 400, laminar flow with Taylor vortices
would be observed. In this range, the flow can be further char-
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Figure 1: Comparison of temperature (a) and velocity (b) profiles in radial direction at intermediate pressure condition.
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Figure 3: Parameters variation of Taylor-Couette Flow at high
pressure condition; (a): pressure; (b): temperature.
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Back to the rotational speed of 27600 rpm in Ref. [11], the
ratio of Taylor number at high pressure case to critical Taylor
number is 2.22, and the flow will eventually evolve into instable wavy vortices, figure 3 monitored temperature and pressure
variation with simulation time in Eilmer, where the temperature
and pressure will oscillate with a certain frequency, eventually.
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Figure 2: Temperature (a) and velocity (b) profiles in radial direction at Taylor-vortices case.
acterised as axisymmetric Taylor vortices, wavy Taylor vortices
and others. However, the Taylor number for the transition from
axisymmetric Taylor vortices to wavy vortices is not firmly established. For instance, the transition is theoretically predicted
to occur at TTcrit = 1.1 for aspect ratio η = 0.85 for infinitely
long cylinders [12, 13], whereas experiments indicate a range
of higher values between 1.14 and 1.31 for η = 0.80 − 0.90, depending on experimental conditions [14]. Although the CTDNS
code is written for fully three-dimensional flow geometries, the
flow is considered 2D axisymmetric, and then a stable axisymmetric vortices is simulated in Ref. [11].
If the rotational speed of the rotor is reduced to 18400 rpm,
other parameters remain the same with high pressure case in
Ref. [11], the axisymmetric vortices can be simulated. The velocity profile (averaged over the axial direction) has changed to
an S-shapes curve in figure 2. This velocity profile characterise
a flow with a higher gradient at the walls, due to enhanced radial
transport of fluid induced by the vortices. The axially averaged
temperature profile is much flatter than parabolic of the lower
Taylor number cases. This averaged shape also exhibits steeper
gradient at the walls, which induce a high heat flux. Again,
these changes are due to the presence of vortices and the associated increase in radial transport of momentum and energy
across the gap.

With high density CO2 as operating fluid, centrifugal inertial
effect cannot be ignored, this hydrostatic air thrust bearing is
used to verify the suitability of Eilmer in simulating thrust bearing as well as modelling centrifugal inertia force. Garratt et al.
[15] considered the centrifugal inertia effects in high-speed hydrostatic air thrust bearings, a modified Reynolds equation for
compressible flow is used to model the dynamics of pressurised
air bearings in a simplified axisymmetric geometry. The basic
air-flow characteristics were analysed for various bearing number λ under steady-state condition when the bearing faces are
fixed at a constant distance, the modified Reynolds equation is
defined in Ref. [15].
Pressure profiles for an inward pressurised bearing are shown
in figure 4, corresponding to wide and narrow bearings, respectively. At low rotation speeds, the inward pressurisation gives
a smoothly decreasing pressure from the outer to inner radii.
For sufficiently high speeds, the pressure becomes sub-ambient
towards the outer edge. But for the narrow bearing, the pressure remains above the ambient internal pressure for the same
bearing number. As is shown in figure 4. The pressure distribution of CFD results from Eilmer shows good agreements with
analytical results of Reynolds Equation. Eilmer has correctly
captured the inertial effects, which are the cause of the dip in
pressure observed with wide bearings. These results indicate
that the narrow configuration is less sensitive to the effect of
rotation than the wide bearing.
For an inward pressurised bearing, the positive pressure gradient generates a positive component of the stream function that,
in the absence of high-speed rotation, will result in a purely inward flow. However, with rotational effects, the flow near the
rotor is outwards, and this region of outward flow increases in
size for higher rotation speeds, and zero radial velocity position
line is used to mark the boundary between inward and outward
flow. figure 5 shows the comparison result of zero radial velocity position between Eilmer and Reynolds equation, and comparison results are good, which means Eilmer can accurately
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Table 1: Wavy thrust bearing physical and operational characteristics.
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Figure 4: Steady pressure distribution in an inward bearing for
different bearing number: (a): wide bearing; (b): narrow bearing.

Figure 6: Schematic of film thickness for 45 degree wavy bearing pad; (a): symmetric wavy geometry; (b): 4:1 ratio wavy
geometry.

capture the inward and outward flow.

modelled as moving and fixed temperature wall, respectively,
other two surfaces are connected with periodic boundary condition. The grid independence study for Eilmer has been done
as well as finite difference code for Reynolds equation. figure
7(a) shows comparison results of pressure distribution at mean
radius between Eilmer and Reynolds equation, The good agreement between Reynolds equation and Eilmer demonstrates the
ability of Eilmer to correctly simulate wavy bearings.

Wavy Thrust Bearing

This test case is used to study the suitability of Eilmer in simulation of pressure distribution in bearings with complex pad
geometry. The modeling of a wavy thrust bearing has been
studied by Zhao et al. [17] with Reynolds equation. The numerical simulation of a self-acting thrust bearing has been developed using a system of two circular discs moving relative to
each other. The geometry is shown in figure 6(a), the other parameters for this wavy thrust bearing is defined in table . High
pressure CO2 is used as working fluid for case 1, and the ambient condition is 1.4 MPa and 300 K as suggested by Sandia’s
test results [8]. The inner and outer surfaces are regarded as
fixed pressure boundary condition, while the rotor and pad are

1.2

Non-dimensional gap

The comparison results of lift force and friction torque integrated from Reynolds equation and Eilmer is shown in table
. The relative error between Eilmer and Reynolds equation for
these two cases is almost the same, 70 N for lift force and 14
Nmm for friction torque, this further verifies that Eilmer can be
used to simulation bearing performance. However, in reality,
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To study a more foil bearing like geometry, characterised by a
long compression ramp, followed by an almost instantaneous
expansion, case 2 explores the flow in wavy bearing with a
skewed sin-wave geometry. The ratio of compression to expansion part is now changed into 4:1 shown in figure 6(b).
The resulting pressure measured at the bearing mean radius for
Reynolds equation and Eilmer are shown in figure 7(b). Agreement continues to be good.
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Figure 5: Comparison of zero radial velocity line at different
bearing number.
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Lift
force
Eilmer
N
374.20
723.60

Lift
force
Reynolds
N
308.51
650.46

Friction
torque
Eilmer
Nmm
64.41
64.35

Friction
torque
Reynolds
Nmm
50.45
50.49

Table 2: Comparison results of lift force integrated from
Reynolds equation and Eilmer.
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Figure 7: Comparison of pressure distribution at mean radius
between Eilmer and Reynolds equation at high gap condition;
(a): symmetric wavy geometry; (b): 4:1 ratio wavy geometry.
fixed temperature boundary condition can’t be set to rotor as
well as pad, and with high pressure CO2 as working fluid, turbulence effect also can’t be neglected, Reynolds equation might
not be adequate when considering these effects, thus, CFD analysis should be addressed.
Conclusions

This paper demonstrates the development and validation of inhouse CFD code Eilmer for foil bearing simulation, and three
different test cases were simulated to verify the results from
Eilmer. The moving wall and periodic boundary conditions are
verified with Taylor Couette flow, while the suitability of Eilmer
in simulating centrifugal inertia force is verified by high speed
air thrust bearings. For wavy thrust bearings with more complex geometry, CFD results show good agreement compared to
Reynolds equation for symmetric wavy as well as high compression geometry. However, the rotor and pad can’t be simply
modelled as fixed temperature wall, and turbulence effect also
can’t be neglected. Reynolds equation might not be adequate
when considering these effects, thus, CFD analysis should be
implemented to study fluid behaviour in bearing chamber.
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